Testing and inspection of your existing INTEGRATED DOORS

- Test to verify door is closing under its own power
- Visually inspect door installation
- Clean locking channel and test to make sure it is latching properly
- Clean and lubricate hinge and adjust if squeaking
- Test retainer and adjust if needed
- Adjust pretension helper spring
- Check hanger rod and replace if necessary
- Check locking mechanism and adjust if needed
- Check panics and adjust panic button
- Adjust and clean magnet as necessary
- Test closure and rebalance as needed depending on wind pressure
- Make sure the entire door works as a system so that it will close and latch during a fire alarm and passes fire inspection

SYNTÉGRA™ DOOR
Retro-fit Option

- Upgrade your existing openings to meet all local and national fire codes and ADA requirements
- Dramatically improve the look of your worn openings
- Custom sizes available
- Install on any existing solid frame.
- Eliminate the need to replace frames and lower construction cost. We can use existing frames even if the hinges are broken.
- Give yourself some room! The low profile hardware gives you back additional space in your hallways and corridors.
- Syntégra™ Door System eliminates vertical rods, astragals, coordinators, floor strikes or flush bolts.
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